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General ExperiencesGeneral Experiences

•• 1144 dyslexic students for one academic dyslexic students for one academic 

yearyear

•• Special classes for dyslexic studentsSpecial classes for dyslexic students

•• Seriously disadvantaged sociocultural Seriously disadvantaged sociocultural 

backgroundbackground

•• HHeterogeneouseterogeneous group group 

•• DisciplineDiscipline

•• Low selfLow self--esteemesteem

•• AAdditionaldditional problems problems 

MMain ain objectivesobjectives

•• To use and study methods that are To use and study methods that are 
successful in teaching English as a foreign successful in teaching English as a foreign 
language to young dyslexic learners,language to young dyslexic learners,

•• To handle discipline problems, To handle discipline problems, 

•• To deal with the heterogeneity of the groupTo deal with the heterogeneity of the group,,

•• ToTo put an emphasis on compensating the put an emphasis on compensating the 
sometimes neglecting and cold family sometimes neglecting and cold family 
backgrounds by trying to create a tolerant and backgrounds by trying to create a tolerant and 
accepting atmosphere in the class where accepting atmosphere in the class where 
effective learning could happeneffective learning could happen..

DefinitionDefinition

•• Dyslexia is a specific learning difficulty Dyslexia is a specific learning difficulty 

best described as a combination of best described as a combination of 

abilities and difficulties of neurobiological abilities and difficulties of neurobiological 

origin that persists across lifespan. It origin that persists across lifespan. It 

affects the learning process in one or more affects the learning process in one or more 

areas of reading, spelling, writing and areas of reading, spelling, writing and 

sometimes numeracy.sometimes numeracy.

SymptomsSymptoms in L1in L1

•• Poor working memory Poor working memory 

•• Low concentration Low concentration 

•• Poor organization and time managementPoor organization and time management

•• DifficultyDifficulty withwith planningplanning

•• TendencyTendency toto clumsinessclumsiness

•• DifficultDifficultyy with sequencingwith sequencing

•• Confusion with directions and oppositesConfusion with directions and opposites

•• Poor confidencePoor confidence andand lowlow selfself--esteemesteem

SymptomsSymptoms in L1 continuedin L1 continued

•• They may confuse letters such as ‘d’ and They may confuse letters such as ‘d’ and 

‘b’ or ‘u’ and ’n’ or words such as ‘on’ and ‘b’ or ‘u’ and ’n’ or words such as ‘on’ and 

’no’’no’

•• Transpose letters in wordsTranspose letters in words

•• OmitOmit lettersletters, , oror add extra add extra letters to wordsletters to words

•• Poor handwritingPoor handwriting

•• Troubles with readingTroubles with reading comprehensioncomprehension
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SymptomsSymptoms in L1 continuedin L1 continued

•• Problems in processing Problems in processing complexcomplex language language 

at speedat speed

•• Problems with phonological awarenessProblems with phonological awareness

•• Problems with phonemic awarenessProblems with phonemic awareness

•• Problems with auditory discriminationProblems with auditory discrimination

•• Difficulty in learning letterDifficulty in learning letter--toto--sound sound 

correspondencecorrespondence

Wash-out effect

River-effect Swirl-effect

LanguageLanguage learninglearning problemsproblems ofof

dyslexicdyslexic studentsstudents

•• Contrary to popular belief dyslexic Contrary to popular belief dyslexic 
students do not only have problems with students do not only have problems with 
spelling and reading in L2, but in all major spelling and reading in L2, but in all major 
areas of language learning.areas of language learning.

•• Due to the difficulties experienced Due to the difficulties experienced 
students’ motivation often deteriorates, students’ motivation often deteriorates, 
they have low selfthey have low self--esteem and therefore esteem and therefore 
put insufficient energy into language put insufficient energy into language 
learning. learning. 

L2 reading problemsL2 reading problems

•• Students cannot find the sounds Students cannot find the sounds 

corresponding to letterscorresponding to letters

•• They mix up letters while reading in L2.They mix up letters while reading in L2.

•• Students with learning disabilities are not Students with learning disabilities are not 

able to read aloud and pay attention to able to read aloud and pay attention to 

what they are reading simultaneously.what they are reading simultaneously.

•• They have difficulties reading longer texts. They have difficulties reading longer texts. 

•• They have comprehension problems.They have comprehension problems.
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L2 writing problemsL2 writing problems

•• They cannot copy words from the They cannot copy words from the 
blackboard,blackboard,

•• Leave out and mix up the order of letters, Leave out and mix up the order of letters, 
use capital letters incorrectly, sometimes use capital letters incorrectly, sometimes 
mix Hungarian and English spellingmix Hungarian and English spelling

•• Write down the words as they would Write down the words as they would 
pronounce them in Hungarian.pronounce them in Hungarian.

•• Dyslexic student also find it difficult to fill in Dyslexic student also find it difficult to fill in 
gaps in written texts.gaps in written texts.

Problems in learning foreign Problems in learning foreign 

language vocabularylanguage vocabulary

•• Students mix up similarly sounding wordsStudents mix up similarly sounding words

•• Students find it difficult to memorize Students find it difficult to memorize 

abstract words, and  they find it easier to abstract words, and  they find it easier to 

learn nouns than verbs and adjectives. learn nouns than verbs and adjectives. 

•• In the case of compound words, it In the case of compound words, it 

happens that they either remember the happens that they either remember the 

first or the second part of the word and first or the second part of the word and 

they cannot segment compound words. they cannot segment compound words. 

Problems with the Problems with the pacepace of of 

learning  and memorylearning  and memory

•• Slow pace of learning in the language Slow pace of learning in the language 

classroomclassroom

•• Need more timeNeed more time

•• Phonological memory problems make Phonological memory problems make 

constant revision necessaryconstant revision necessary

Seriality problemsSeriality problems

•• They know that what letters might appear in a They know that what letters might appear in a 
word but not in which order.word but not in which order.

•• Memorizing sequences of words, which can be Memorizing sequences of words, which can be 
observed in studentsobserved in students’’ mixing up numbers (e.g. mixing up numbers (e.g. 
34 with 43) 34 with 43) 

•• Using inappropriate word order. Using inappropriate word order. 

•• Above the sentence level they cannot memorize Above the sentence level they cannot memorize 
a series of three or four instructions. They lose a series of three or four instructions. They lose 
the thread at the first instruction, and even the thread at the first instruction, and even 
though they would be able to do all of them, halt though they would be able to do all of them, halt 
and do not know what to do.and do not know what to do.

L1 related problemsL1 related problems

•• a smaller range of vocabulary in their L1a smaller range of vocabulary in their L1

•• names of months and the days of the names of months and the days of the 

weekweek

•• students face difficulties understanding students face difficulties understanding 

grammatical relations in their L1grammatical relations in their L1

What do dyslexic students value in the What do dyslexic students value in the 

teaching process?teaching process?-- Lessons from Lessons from 

interviews with dyslexic learnersinterviews with dyslexic learners

•• Helpful, kind and friendly teacherHelpful, kind and friendly teacher

•• Individual attentionIndividual attention

•• Reasonable strictnessReasonable strictness

•• Pace of learning adjusted to their needsPace of learning adjusted to their needs

•• Clear explanationsClear explanations

•• Interesting and relevant tasksInteresting and relevant tasks

•• Constant revisionConstant revision

•• Assessment procedures that take into Assessment procedures that take into 
consideration their dyslexiaconsideration their dyslexia
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Materials usedMaterials used

•• ShineShine (J. (J. GartonGarton--SprengerSprenger && P. P. ProwseProwse, 1999), 1999)

•• Practise with PuzzlesPractise with Puzzles!! books 1 and 2books 1 and 2 (M. (M. && D. von D. von 

ZiegesarZiegesar, 1978), 1978)

•• ChatterboxChatterbox 2 2 (D. (D. StrangeStrange, 1989), 1989)

•• Materials from theMaterials from the InternetInternet

•• Materials prepared especially for the studentsMaterials prepared especially for the students

Methodology 1.Methodology 1.

Basic principles of Basic principles of 

teaching dyslexic teaching dyslexic 

studentsstudents

‣ ‣ multisensorymultisensory

‣ structured‣ structured

‣ cumulative‣ cumulative

‣ thorough‣ thorough

‣ active‣ active

‣ useful ‣ useful 

MeixnerMeixner--methodmethod

‣‣‣‣ ‣‣‣‣ gradual development gradual development 
in smaller steps in smaller steps 

‣ ‣ triple association triple association 

‣ ‣ prevention of the prevention of the 
development of the development of the 
homogeneous homogeneous 
inhibition inhibition 

MetMethodologyhodology 2.2.

•• Structured with gradual development in Structured with gradual development in 
smaller stepssmaller steps

•• Triple association: Triple association: 

•• Acoustic perception of the Acoustic perception of the 
sounds/wordssounds/words

•• SpeechSpeech--motoric memory of the motoric memory of the 
sounds/words sounds/words 

•• Visual perception of the Visual perception of the 
sounds/wordssounds/words

•• Prevention of the development of Prevention of the development of 
homogeneous inhibitionhomogeneous inhibition

•• Multisensory and thorough teachingMultisensory and thorough teaching

MethodologyMethodology 3.3.

•• Development of the students’ body Development of the students’ body 
schemschemee perception, rhythmperception, rhythm

•• Practice language items in different Practice language items in different 
contextscontexts

•• Mistakes should be corrected immediately Mistakes should be corrected immediately 

•• Explain difficult concepts in HungarianExplain difficult concepts in Hungarian

•• Continuous memory developmentContinuous memory development

•• Enhancement of different learning Enhancement of different learning 
strategies strategies 

MethodologyMethodology 4.4.

•• Develop routineDevelop routiness

•• Amelioration of social skillsAmelioration of social skills

•• Easing the students’ distressEasing the students’ distress

•• Personalization techniquePersonalization technique

•• ‘Useful’ teaching‘Useful’ teaching

•• Active learningActive learning

DisciplineDiscipline

A definitionA definition

“Classroom discipline is a state in which “Classroom discipline is a state in which 
both teacher and learners accept and both teacher and learners accept and 
consistently observe a set of rules about consistently observe a set of rules about 
behaviour in the classroom whose function behaviour in the classroom whose function 
is to facilitate smooth and efficient is to facilitate smooth and efficient 
teaching and learning in a lesson” teaching and learning in a lesson” (Ur, 1996, p. (Ur, 1996, p. 

270). 270). 
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KeepingKeeping disciplinediscipline

•• Change the seating order Change the seating order 

•• Stay calm and do not shoutStay calm and do not shout

•• Keep eyeKeep eye--contactcontact

•• Give responsibilities Give responsibilities 

•• Use the students’ namesUse the students’ names

•• CrossCross--checkingchecking

KeepingKeeping disciplinediscipline continuedcontinued

•• Set the right level of challengeSet the right level of challenge

•• RoutineRoutine

•• Establish the code of conduct Establish the code of conduct 

•• Proper methodologyProper methodology

•• Careful lesson planning and classroom Careful lesson planning and classroom 

managementmanagement

Careful lesson planning Careful lesson planning and and 

classroom managementclassroom management

•• Smooth transitions between the tasksSmooth transitions between the tasks

•• Regular change of activitiesRegular change of activities

•• Set homeworkSet homework

•• Clear and shortClear and short--cut instructions cut instructions 

•• Do not advance rapidlyDo not advance rapidly

•• Graduality Graduality 

•• Appropriate timing Appropriate timing 

Teacher’s roleTeacher’s roless and attitudeand attitude

•• Create an atmosphere in which the students feel Create an atmosphere in which the students feel 
comfortable, which breads cooperation and comfortable, which breads cooperation and 
motivation motivation 

•• Respect the students’ personalitiesRespect the students’ personalities

•• Students should feel that what they get helps them Students should feel that what they get helps them 
in their learning and enhances their language skillsin their learning and enhances their language skills

•• Role of a facilitator, supporter, mentor, coordinatorRole of a facilitator, supporter, mentor, coordinator

•• Adapt his/her methodology to the students’ needs, Adapt his/her methodology to the students’ needs, 
personalities and interestspersonalities and interests

Teacher’s roleTeacher’s roless and attitudeand attitude 2.2.

•• Should be firm and stay calmShould be firm and stay calm

•• Should not take students remarks and attitudes Should not take students remarks and attitudes 

personallypersonally

•• Should be spontaneous and use some humourShould be spontaneous and use some humour

•• Compromises with studentsCompromises with students

•• Cooperate with the students, parents and Cooperate with the students, parents and 

colleaguescolleagues

•• Has to be methodologically preparedHas to be methodologically prepared


